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1. INTRODUCTION
Let U−q  be the negative part of the quantized universal enveloping
algebra constructed from a Cartan matrix associated to a complex semisim-
ple Lie algebra . Let λ be a dominant integral weight and V λ the irre-
ducible U−q -module with highest weight λ. There is on the one hand the
canonical basis for U−q  [4, 12, 13] and on the other the standard mono-
mial theoretic basis for the dual of V λ [7, 8, 11]. It is natural to ask if
there is any relationship between these two bases. To quote Littelmann [11,
p. 552], “    the properties of the path basis suggest that the transforma-
tion matrix should be upper triangular    ” It is the purpose of this article
to prove that such is indeed the case when the Cartan matrix is of type A.
As to other types, we have nothing to say.
Let us indicate a little more precisely what is proved here. We show
ﬁrst of all that the duals of the standard monomial theoretic bases for
various V λ patch together to give what can be called a dual standard
monomial theoretic basis for U−q . This basis lives in the crystal lattice and
the image modulo q of a basis element is—as is perhaps to be expected—
the corresponding standard tableau thought of as a crystal. The main result
is that the transformation matrix between this basis and the canonical basis
1 Both authors were partially supported by DST under Grant MS/I–73/97. Current address
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is unipotent upper triangular with respect to a natural partial order on the
set of standard tableaux. And, ﬁnally, all this holds over the integral forms.
These results are stated and proved in Section 5. The key to the results
is the proposition proved in Section 4. In Section 2 we give a procedure
to associate monomials to tableaux on which everything else is based. The
combinatorial properties of this procedure are stated in the lemma of Sec-
tion 3. These properties are crucial for the proofs. Finally, in Section 6, we
compute explicitly the dual standard monomial theoretic basis for U−q sl3.
We assume throughout that  = sln. We set 
 = n − 1 and denote
by αi the simple root i − i+1. The terminology and notation of [3] are
in force throughout but for one or two minor changes in notation, which
should cause no confusion.
We now make some bibliographical remarks:
• The most general version of standard monomial theory is that given
by Littelmann in [11]. For a readable and up-to-date account of standard
monomial theory and its applications, see [6]. Our reference for material
on quantum groups and canonical basis is [3].
• As pointed out to us by Littelmann, the procedure in Section 2 of
associating a monomial to a standard tableau is a special case of that in
[14]. The crucial property of this association in the special case is that the
associated monomial is an adapted string in the sense of [10].
• Statements (1) and (3) of Corollary 4.2 have been proved by
Littelmann [9, Theorems 25, 17], at least in the special case q = 1.
Statement (3) can easily be deduced from the results of Berenstein and
Zelevinsky [1] or from those of Chari and Xi [2]. It is also a special case of
a result of Reineke [15, see Sect. 8]. Lakshmibai [5] has constructed mono-
mial bases in a very general set up of which statement (3) is a special case
(in this connection, see also [10, Sect. 10]). Our approach is quite different
from those of the above papers.
• The proof of Theorem 5.2 is modeled after the proof of Theorem 2
in [2]. It is noteworthy that monomial bases play an important role in that
paper as well as in Reineke’s paper [15].
• It might be of interest to know how the dual standard monomial
theoretic basis relates to such other bases as the PBW basis and Reineke’s
dual monomial basis [15].
2. MONOMIALS AND TABLEAUX
We will be considering monomials of a particular form in operators
indexed by the simple roots. Let αi be the simple root i − i+1. Consider
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FIG. 1. The shape λ = 3 4 2.
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where a = ark  1 ≤ r ≤ 
 1 ≤ k ≤ r is any collection on nonnegative
integers. Such a monomial is standard if, for each r, 1 ≤ r ≤ 
,
arr ≥ arr−1 ≥ · · · ≥ ar1
We now describe procedures for associating to a tableau a standard
monomial and to a standard monomial an equivalence class of a special
kind of standard tableaux. Let us ﬁrst recall the notions of tableau and
standard tableau.
Let λ = m1    m
 be an 
-tuple of nonnegative integers. To λ we asso-
ciate a shape as follows. The shape consists of boxesm1 + 2m2 + 3m3 + · · ·+

m
 in number, top-justiﬁed, and right-justiﬁed, with one box each in the
ﬁrst m1 columns, two boxes each in the next m2 columns, and so on. For
example, if 
 = 3, the shape corresponding to λ = 3 4 2 is shown in
Fig. 1.
A tableau of shape λ is a ﬁlling up of the boxes in the shape associated to
λ by integers 1 2     n = 
+ 1, such that the entries in each column are
strictly increasing downward. A tableau is standard if the numbers in each
row are nonincreasing rightward. For example, if 
 = 3 and λ = 3 4 2,
the tableau in Fig. 2 is not standard while the tableau in Fig. 3 is standard.
There clearly exists a smallest tableau of a given shape, namely the
tableau whose entries on row r are all equal to r for every r. The smallest
tableau of shape λ = 3 4 2 is shown in Fig. 4.
Let σ be a tableau. For integers r and k such that 1 ≤ r ≤ 
 and 1 ≤ k ≤ r,
let arkσ or simply ark be the number of entries on the top k rows of σ that
are equal to r + 1. We deﬁne the monomial Mσ associated to σ to be
Mσ = αa
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FIG. 2. A nonstandard tableau.
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FIG. 3. A standard tableau.
Clearly Mσ is standard. For example, the monomial associated to the
standard tableau of Fig. 3 is
α31 α62α31 α73α52α21
We now want to associate to a standard monomial a = ark a standard
tableau σa. Set m1 = a
1 + · · · + a11, mj = a
j − a
j−1 + · · · + ajj − ajj−1,
λ = m1    m
, and let σa be the standard tableau with exactly ark −
ark−1 entries equal to r + 1 on row k. For example, the tableau associated
to the monomial associated to the standard tableau of Fig. 3 is shown in
Fig. 5.
A tableau is special if, whenever an entry on row r is greater than r, that
entry is the last entry in its column. Note that a special standard tableau
σ remains standard after the smallest tableau of the shape consisting of a
column of r boxes between columns m1 + · · · +mr and m1 + · · · +mr + 1 is
inserted into it. Two special tableaux are equivalent if one can be obtained
from the other by inserting and deleting as above the smallest single column
tableaux.
The weight of a tableau σ is the element
∑
rk a
r
kσαk of the positive
root lattice.
Remark 2.1. 1. Standard monomials and equivalence classes of special
standard tableaux are in bijection via the maps σ →Mσ and a → σa.
2. Let µ be an element of the positive root lattice. For every sufﬁ-
ciently large dominant integral weight λ, the standard tableaux of shape λ
and weight µ are all special. In particular, standard monomials of weight µ
are in bijection with standard tableaux of shape λ and weight µ for λ µ.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is easily veriﬁed. So is the second: if µ =
b1α1 + · · · + b
α
, then the assertion holds for every λ = m1    m
 with
mj ≥ bj .
FIG. 4. The smallest tableau of the shape λ = 3 4 2.
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FIG. 5. The tableau associated to α31α62α31α73α52α21.
3. A COMBINATORIAL LEMMA
The combinatorial properties of the association of monomials to standard
tableaux play a crucial role in the proof of the key Proposition 4.1. These
properties are stated in Lemma 3.1 below, to state and prove which is
the purpose of this section. It is convenient for this purpose to give an
alternative construction of the monomial.
The monomial associated to σ can also be deﬁned inductively as follows.
Let c be the least natural number such that c + 1 occurs as an entry in
some row r of σ with r ≤ c. In other words, the corresponding entry in the
smallest tableau is at most c. Let us call such an entry marked. A column
carrying a marked entry is also called marked. By the minimality of c, the
entry just above a marked entry is at most c − 1. Thus, if we change all
marked entries from c + 1 to c, the result will be a tableau—let us call it
τ—which is also standard. Set
Mσ = αkcMτ
where k is the number of marked entries of σ , and Mτ is deﬁned by
induction: τ is a “smaller” tableau—the sum of the entries, for example,
goes down on passage from σ to τ. The monomial associated to the smallest
tableau is, by deﬁnition, 1.
An entry (respectively column) of τ is called marked (relative to σ) if the
corresponding entry (respectively column) of σ is marked.
Introduce a partial order on the set of all tableaux of a given shape as
follows. For a tableau y, denote by yj the column j of y, and by yjr the
entry on row r of yj . If x and y are tableaux of the shape consisting of a
single column, say x ≤ y if xr ≤ yr for every r. For tableaux of general
shape, say x ≤ y if xj < yj for the least j such that xj = yj .
A tableau y of the shape of a single column is of type I if c appears as an
entry in y but not c+ 1, of type II if either both c and c+ 1 appear or neither
appears, and of type III if c + 1 appears but not c. (These types correspond
respectively to the αc-weight being 1, 0, or −1. Since every fundamental
weight is miniscule, these possibilities are exhaustive.)
Lemma 3.1. Let σ be a standard tableau. Let c, k, and τ be as in the
inductive deﬁnition above of Mσ. Then
(A) If c+ 1 occurs in τ, it is only on row c+ 1. In particular, no column
of τ is of type III.
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(B) If a column of τ containing c as an entry is to the left of a marked
column, then that column is of type I and is itself marked.
(C) Let y be a tableau such that y < τ and wty = wtτ. Let k be
the number of marked entries in τ. Suppose that x is a tableau obtained from
y as follows: ﬁrst alter k′ columns of y of type III by replacing c + 1 by c,
where k′ is any nonnegative integer; then change k+ k′ columns of type I of
the resulting tableau by replacing c by c + 1. Then x < σ .
Proof. (A) The ﬁrst statement follows from construction—all c + 1 in
rows 1 through c are changed to c on passage from σ to τ. As for the
second statement, note that if c + 1 occurs and c does not in a column,
then that c + 1 must occur on row i for i ≤ c, which contradicts the ﬁrst
statement.
(B) Now suppose that τji = c and that τj is not marked. By the
minimality of c, we have i ≥ c and so, by the tableauness of τ, we get i = c.
By the standardness of σ , no entry of σ to the “northeast” of σji = c can
equal c + 1. This means that no column to the right of column j is marked.
If τj is of type II, then τji + 1 = c + 1, and we get i + 1 ≥ c + 1 just as
before. This means that in σpr = r for 1 ≤ r ≤ c + 1 and p ≥ j, so that
no such column p is marked.
(C) Let r be the least integer such that yr = τr . Since y < τ by
hypothesis, we have yr < τr . Let s be the least natural number such that c
occurs in τs but τs is not marked. We have two cases.
Case 1. Assume that r < s. Suppose that, for some j < r, c occurs in
yj and also in xj . For the least such j, we clearly have xi = σi for i < j
and xj < σj , so we are done. We may therefore assume that, for j < r, if c
occurs in yj , then it changes to c + 1 in xj . We then have xj = σj for j < r.
We claim that xr < σr . To prove the claim, we may assume that yr is of type
I and that the c in yr changes to c+ 1 in xr , for otherwise xr ≤ yr < τr ≤ σr .
Suppose that yri = c. Then clearly i ≤ c. It follows from (A) that either
τri ≥ c + 2 or τri = c. In the former case, we clearly have xrj =
yrj ≤ τrj ≤ σrj for j = i, and xri = c + 1 < τri ≤ σrI, so we are
done. In the latter case, we have xrj = yrj ≤ τrj = σrj for j = i,
with strict inequality holding for some j = i (since yr < τr by hypothesis),
and xri = c + 1 = σri, where the last equality holds since r < s.
Case 2. Suppose that r ≥ s. For j < s, any c occurring in τj changes to
c + 1 on passage to σj , so that we have xj ≤ σj . If any such c does not
change on passage from yj to xj , we have xj < σj , and we are done. So
we may assume that all such c do change to c + 1 in x, which means that
xj = σj for j < s.
The c that occurs in τs remains as such in σs. By the choice of c, we
conclude that this c occurs on row c. Thus the ﬁrst c rows of τj for j ≥ s
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are all like those of the smallest tableau. Since wty = wtτ by hypothesis,
and yj = τj for j < s, it follows that the ﬁrst c rows of yj for j ≥ s are also
like those of the smallest tableau. Combining this with (A), we conclude
that y does not have any columns of type III. So k′ = 0. Since yj = τj and
xj = σj for j < s, it follows that k changes occur in columns 1 through
s − 1 on passage from y to x. Thus xj = yj for j > s. In particular, xj = σj
for j < r and xr = yr < τr = σr .
4. MONOMIAL BASES
The purpose of this section is to prove Proposition 4.1 below, which
provides the key to the results in Section 5. Corollary 4.2 provides the
justiﬁcation for the title of this section.
Denote by U−q  the negative part of the quantized enveloping algebra
of  = sln, by U− Lusztig’s integral form of U−q , by ∞ the crystal
lattice of U−q , by A the local ring of fractions f/g with f and g in the
polynomial ring q and g0 = 0, and by  the maximal ideal of A.
Denote by #i the fundamental weight 1 + · · · + i, by V i the fun-
damental representation associated to #i, by vi the highest weight vector
e1 ∧ · · · ∧ ei of V i (where e1     en is the standard basis of the stan-
dard representation V 1), by Vi the integral form of V i determined
by vi, by i the crystal lattice of V i determined by vi, and by i the
q-form Vi ∩i for i.
Let λ = m1#1 + · · · +m
#
 be a dominant integral weight. Set
V = V 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m1 times
⊗ · · · ⊗ V 
 ⊗ · · · ⊗ V 
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
 times
and deﬁne similarly V,  , and . Set
vλ = v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ v1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m1 times
⊗ · · · ⊗ v
 ⊗ · · · ⊗ v
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
 times

Denote by Vλ the integral form of V λ determined by vλ. We deﬁne
similarly λ and λ.
Standard tableaux of the shape consisting of a single column of j boxes
index a basis for j: if i1 < · · · < ij are the entries of a tableau x, the
corresponding basis element is vx = ei1 ∧ · · · ∧ eij . It follows that tableaux
of shape λ form a basis for λ: if x1     xm are the columns of a
tableau x of shape λ, where m = m1 + · · · +m
, the corresponding basis
element is vx = vx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vxm .
Denote by Fα the generator of U−q  indexed by the simple root α (see
[3, 4.3 and 4.4]). The symbol F˜α will denote, depending upon the context,
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either the operator deﬁned on a ﬁnite-dimensional U−q -module as in [3,
9.2] or its “global version,” the operator deﬁned as in [3, 10.2].
For a standard tableau σ , denote by F˜σ the monomial Mσ in the
operators F˜α: for instance, if σ is the tableau of Fig. 3, we have F˜σ =
F˜31 F˜62 F˜31 F˜73 F˜52 F˜21 , where F˜i stands for F˜αi . Similarly, Fσ denotes the
monomial Mσ in divided powers of Fα: for the tableau σ of Fig. 3, we
have Fσ = F 31 F 62 F 31 F 73 F 52 F 21 , where Fi stands for Fαi . We will
now prove that, for a standard tableau σ of shape λ, the expressions for
Fσvλ and F˜σvλ as linear combinations of the basis elements vx have a
certain nice form.
Proposition 4.1. For a standard tableau σ of shape λ, we have
Fσvλ = vσ +
∑
x<σ
nxσvx with nxσ ∈ q q−1(1)
F˜σvλ = vσ +
∑
x<σ
pxσvx with pxσ ∈ (2)
Proof. If σ is the smallest tableau, then Fσvλ = F˜σvλ = vλ, so that
the statements hold trivially. Suppose that σ is not the smallest tableau.
Let c and τ be as in the deﬁnition of Mσ given in Section 3. Since τ
is a smaller tableau, we may assume by induction that the statements hold
for τ:
Fτvλ = vτ +
∑
y<τ
nyτvy with nyτ ∈ q q−1(3)
F˜τvλ = vτ +
∑
y<τ
pyτvy with pyτ ∈ (4)
Setting α = αc and k = accσ, we have
Fσvλ = F kα Fτvλ = F kα vτ +
∑
y<τ
nyτF kα vy
and a similar expression for F˜σvλ.
We now investigate the form of F kα vy for a general tableau y of shape
λ. The comultiplication ′ acts on Fα as follows (see [3, 9.13 (5)]):
′Fα = Fα ⊗ 1+Kα ⊗ Fα
If λ is a fundamental weight, then Kαvy Fαvy , and F˜αvy can be described as
Fαvy = F˜αvy =
{
0 if y is of type II or III
vz if y is of type I
Kαvy =

qvy if y is of type I
vy if y is of type II
q−1vy if y is of type III

where z is the tableau obtained by changing c to c+ 1 in y (if y is of type I).
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Now let y be any tableau of shape λ = m1    m
. Set m = m1+ · · ·+
m
. Deﬁne
 y = j  1 ≤ j ≤ m column yj is of type I
For a subset t = 1 ≤ t1 < · · · < tk ≤ m of cardinality k of  y deﬁne
the tableau ty to be the one obtained from y by replacing c by c + 1 in
all those columns j of y for which j ∈ t. If  y has exactly k elements and
y has no columns of type III, then Fkαvy = k!v yy. In the general case,
Fkαvy =
∑
t
k!qrtvty so that F kα vy =
∑
t
qrtvty
where rt =∑ki=1k− i+ 1φi − i with φi and i being the cardinalities
respectively of j  ti−1 < j < ti yj is of the type I and j  ti−1 < j <
ti yj is of the type III—here t0 = 0.
On subsets t = 1 ≤ t1 < · · · < tk ≤ m of cardinality k of  y, intro-
duce the following partial order: t ≤ t ′ if tj < t ′j for the least j such that
tj = t ′j . Let t0 be the smallest subset of cardinality k of  τ. We claim that
(i) σ = t0τ
(ii) rt0 = 0
(iii) ty < t ′y for t < t ′ in  y.
(iv) If y < τ then ty < t0τ for t in  y.
It is clear that (1) of the proposition follows from the claim. The claim
follows from Lemma 3.1: (i) follows from (B) of the lemma, (ii) from (A)
and (B), and (iv) from (C) (with k′ = 0). Statement (iii) is evident.
Continuing with the proof of (2), we ﬁrst observe that Eαvτ = 0 because
of (A) of Lemma 3.1, so that
F˜kα vτ = F kα vτ = vσ +
∑
t∈ τ t =t0
qrtvtτ
Again using Lemma 3.1 (A), we see that rt are all strictly positive. So
it remains only to worry about the nonleading terms pyτvy occurring in
Eq. (4). It is enough to show that
F˜kα vy =
∑
x<τ
bxyvx with bxy ∈ q(5)
for then, since F˜kα preserves the lattice  , the bxy will be forced to be in
A, and so pyτbxy will be in .
By deﬁnition, F˜kα vy =
∑
r≥0 F
k+r
α vy r , where vy =
∑
r≥0 F
r
α vy r is the
unique expression for vy with vy r being a vector in the highest weight
space of the isotypic Uqsl2α-component of V of highest weight r. We
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claim that the expression for vyr as a linear combination of basis elements
vx involves only such x as are obtained from y as follows: ﬁrst change j
columns of y of type III by replacing in each of them c + 1 by c, where
j ≥ r is any integer; then, in the resulting tableau, replace c by c + 1
in any j − r columns of type I. The claim follows from the observation
that the q-span of vx, as x varies over all tableaux obtained from y as
above for various r, is a U+q sl2α-module. Equation (5) now follows from
Lemma 3.1 (C).
Corollary 4.2. 1. The elements Fσvλ as σ runs over standard
tableaux of shape λ form a basis for Vλ.
2. The elements F˜σvλ as σ runs over standard tableaux of shape λ
form a basis for λ.
3. The elements Fa as a runs over standard monomials form a basis
for U− .
4. The elements F˜a · 1 as a runs over standard monomials form a
basis for ∞.
Proof. To prove (1), since Vλ is a free direct summand of V of rank
the number of standard tableaux of shape λ, it is enough to show that
Fσvλ form part of a basis of V. But this is immediate from (1) of the
proposition. The proof of (2) is similar.
To prove (3), let µ be an element of the positive root lattice (in other
words, µ is a nonnegative linear combination of the simple roots). Choose
a dominant integral weight λ so large that the U− -module map U
−
 →
Vλ given by 1 → vλ restricts to an isomorphism of the weight space
U− −µ onto Vλλ−µ, and the standard monomials of weight µ are
in bijection with standard tableaux of shape λ and weight µ. By (1), the
elements Fσvλ as σ varies over standard tableaux of the shape λ and
weight µ form a basis for Vλλ−µ, so we are done.
To prove (4), we reduce as in the proof of (3) to showing that F˜σ · 1vλ
as σ varies over standard tableaux of shape λ and weight µ form a basis for
λλ−µ. By (2), we know that F˜σvλ form a basis for λλ−µ. On
the other hand, by [3, Proposition 10.9], F˜σ · 1vλ = F˜σvλmod qλ.
We are therefore done by applying Nakayama.
5. THE THEOREM
We keep the notations of Section 4. By taking the transpose of the
embedding Vλ ↪→ V (respectively λ ↪→  , respectively λ ↪→
), we get a surjective mapping V
∗
 Vλ∗ (respectively ∗λ∗,
respectively ∗λ∗). Let v∗x be the dual basis in ∗ of the basis
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vx of . It follows from Proposition 4.1 (1) and Corollary 4.2 (1) that
the images of v∗σ in Vλ∗ (by abuse of notation also denoted v∗σ), as σ
varies over standard tableaux of shape λ, form a basis for Vλ∗. Similarly
it follows from Proposition 4.1 (2) and Corollary 4.2 (2) that the v∗σ form
a basis for λ∗. Thus the v∗σ form a basis for λ∗. Consider the dual
basis v∗∗σ in λ. If the weight µ of σ is small compared to λ, we can
think of v∗∗σ as an element of ∞−µ. We claim that this is independent
of the choice of λ:
Proposition 5.1. Let µ be an element of the positive root lattice. Let λ
be a dominant integral weight so large that ∞−µ can be identiﬁed with
λλ−µ, and the standard tableaux of shape λ and weight µ are all special.
Let λ′ be another such weight, and let σ ↔ σ ′ denote the bijective correspon-
dence between standard tableaux of weight µ of shape λ on the one hand and
of shape λ′ on the other. Then v∗∗σ = v∗∗σ ′ as elements of ∞−µ.
Proof. Evaluating both sides of Proposition 4.1 (1) on v∗ν , as ν varies
over standard tableaux of shape λ, we ﬁnd that
Fσ = v∗∗σ +
∑
θ<σ
nθσv∗∗θ(6)
in U− −µ, where the sum is taken only over standard tableaux θ < σ , and
similarly
Fσ ′ = v∗∗σ ′ +
∑
θ′<σ ′
nθ′ σ ′v∗∗θ′ 
We have Fσ = Fσ ′ by hypothesis. We will presently show that nθσ =
nθ′ σ ′. It will then follow that v∗∗σ  and v∗∗σ ′  are related to the basis
Fσ by the same transformation matrix, which means v∗∗σ = v∗∗σ ′ .
The following proof that nθσ = nθ′ σ ′ looks more difﬁcult than it
really is. It is easy if one thinks in terms of pictures, but to express it in
words requires cumbersome notation. We may assume, without loss of gen-
erality, that λ′ ≥ λ: that is, λ = m1#1 + · · ·+ m
#
 and λ′ = m′1#1 + · · ·+
m′
#
, with m
′
1 ≥ m1    m′
 ≥ m
. Given a tableau y of shape λ, we asso-
ciate to it a tableau y ′ of shape λ′ as follows: for each r, 1 ≤ r ≤ 
, insert
into y, between columns m1 + · · · + mr and m1 + · · · + mr + 1, m′r − mr
columns each equal to the smallest tableau of the shape consisting of a
column of r boxes. The association y → y ′ is injective, it generalizes the
association σ ↔ σ ′, and it preserves the property of being special. Denote
by 	 the set of tableaux of shape λ′ that are obtained as y ′ from special y
of shape λ. Set nσσ = 1 and nyσ = 0 for y ≤ σ .
We will prove the following slightly stronger statement:
Fσ ′vλ′ =
∑
y ′∈	
nyσvy ′ +
∑
w ∈	
nwσ ′vw
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Let c, k, α = αc , and τ be as in the inductive deﬁnition of Mσ in Sec-
tion 3. We may assume, by way of induction, that the statement holds for τ:
Fτ′vλ′ =
∑
z′∈	
nzτvz′ +
∑
x∈	
nxτ′vx
We have, by deﬁnition,
Fσ ′vλ′ = F kα Fτ′vλ′  =
∑
nzτF kα vz′ +
∑
nxτ′F kα vx
It is convenient to use again the notation introduced in the proof of
Proposition 4.1. The following statements are evident:
• for x ∈ 	 and s ∈  x, we have sx ∈ 	 .
• for z′ ∈ 	 and s ∈  z′, the tableau sz′ belongs to 	 if and
only if s is of the form t ′ for some t ∈  z such that tz is special: for
t = 1 ≤ t1 < · · · < tk ≤ m, we deﬁne t ′ = 1 ≤ t ′1 < · · · < t ′k ≤ m′
(where m = m1 + · · · +m
 and m′ = m′1 + · · · +m′
) by t ′j = tj + m′1 −
m1 + · · · + m′p −mp, where p, 0 ≤ p ≤ 
 − 1, is such that m1 + · · · +
mp < tj ≤ m1 + · · · +mp+1.
It therefore remains only to show that rt = rt ′ for z′ ∈ 	 and t ∈
 z such that tz is special. Now, since tz is special, we have tk ≤
m1 + · · · +mc . And, since z′ is in the image of the association y → y ′, for
any p, 1 ≤ p ≤ c − 1, and any j such that m′1 + · · · +m′p−1 +mp < j ≤
m′1 + · · · + m′p, the column z′j is of type II. It should now be clear that
rt = rt ′.
It follows from the proposition above that to each standard monomial a
we can associate an element 
a of ∞−µ: set 
a = v∗∗σ , where σ
is standard tableau of the shape λ with associated monomial a, and λ µ.
The elements 
a, as a varies over standard monomials, form a basis for
∞. We call this the dual standard monomial theoretic basis.
We claim that the element v∗∗σ of ∞ maps to σ modulo q. To prove
this, evaluate both sides of Proposition 4.1 (2) on v∗ν as ν varies over stan-
dard tableaux of shape λ to get
F˜σvλ = v∗∗σ +
∑
τ<σ
pτσv∗∗τ 
where the sum is taken only over standard tableaux τ < σ . Choosing λ
large compared to the weight of σ , we may assume that v∗∗σ and v
∗∗
τ in the
last equation are the images of the corresponding elements v∗∗σ and v
∗∗
τ in
the algebra under the map 1 → vλ. Since F˜σvλ maps to σ modulo q and
pτσ vanish modulo q, the claim follows.
It is natural to ask for the relation between the image of the algebra
element v∗∗σ under the map 1 → vλ on the one hand and the element v∗∗σ of
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V λ on the other when λ is not necessarily large compared to the weight
of σ . Since the algebra basis v∗∗σ  is unipotent upper triangular related to
Fσ and Fσvλ is unipotent upper triangular related to the module
basis v∗∗σ , it follows that the matrix relating the bases is unipotent upper
triangular. Furthermore, since both live in λ, the coefﬁcients of the
matrix are in q. And, since both v∗∗σ map to σ modulo q, the entries of
this matrix strictly above the diagonal are all divisible by q.
Theorem 5.2. The transformation matrix between the dual standard
monomial theoretic basis v∗∗σ  and the canonical basis Gσ is unipotent
upper triangular with respect to the partial order on the standard tableaux
deﬁned in Section 3. The entries of this matrix are in q and those strictly
above the diagonal are all divisible by q.
Proof. We ﬁrst note that the second assertion follows easily from the
ﬁrst. Suppose that the matrix relating the two bases is unipotent upper
triangular with entries in q. Then, since both bases live in ∞, it
follows that the entries of the transformation matrix belong to q q−1 ∩
A = q. Further, since both v∗∗σ and Gσ map to σ modulo q, it follows
that the entries strictly above the diagonal are all divisible by q.
To prove the ﬁrst assertion, we concentrate on a single weight space
U− −µ. Choosing λ µ, we may pass to Vλλ−µ. Since v∗∗σ  is unipo-
tent triangular related to Fσvλ, it is enough to show that Fσvλ and
Gσvλ are unipotent upper triangular related.
From [3, Proposition 10.9], we have
F˜σ · 1vλ = PF˜σvλ
where P is a matrix with entries in A and equals the identity matrix modulo
q. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that
F˜σvλ = BFσvλ
where B is a unipotent upper triangular matrix with entries in q. It can
be proved by elementary means that such a matrix B factorizes as
B = C D
where C and D are both unipotent upper triangular, C has entries in A
and is identity modulo q, and D is bar-invariant; that is, it does not change
under the -automorphism of q that interchanges q and q−1.
Noting that P C is invertible (since it is so modulo q), we get from these
three equations
P C−1F˜σ · 1 = DFσ
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The left side maps to the crystal basis modulo q, while the right side is
bar-invariant. A characterization of canonical basis [3, Theorem 11.10 (a)]
says that either side of the last equation is the canonical basis, so
Gσ = DFσ
Since D is upper triangular, we are done.
6. AN EXAMPLE
The purpose of this section is to calculate the dual standard monomial
theoretic basis for the Cartan matrix A2, in other words, for U−q sl3. In
this case, the standard monomials are
a = a b c  a ≥ 0 b ≥ c ≥ 0
It follows, from Corollary 4.2 (4) for example, that{
F
a
1 F
b
2 F
c
1  a ≥ 0 b ≥ c ≥ 0
}
form a basis for U− sl3. We will express the dual standard monomial the-
oretic basis

a  a = a b c a ≥ 0 b ≥ c ≥ 0
in terms of this monomial basis.
Identifying the standard monomials with equivalence classes of special
standard tableaux, and transferring to standard monomials the partial order
on tableaux deﬁned in Section 3, we say a = a b c ≤ a′ = a′ b′ c′ if
either c < c′ or (c = c′ and a < a′) or (c = c′, a = a′, and b ≤ b′). We
need to make comparisons between standard monomials a and a′ using this
partial order only in the case when their weights are the same, that is, when
b = b′ and a+ c = a′ + c′.
Equation (6) gives us
Fa = 
a + ∑
a′<a
na′ a
a′
where a is a ﬁxed standard monomial, the sum is over all standard mono-
mials a′ that have the same weight as a and satisfy a′ < a in the above
partial order, and by na′ a we mean nθσ (see Eq. (1)), where σ and θ
are standard tableaux (of shape λ large relative to the weight of a; that
is, λ = m1m2 with m1 ≥ a + c and m2 ≥ b − c) corresponding respec-
tively to a and a′. Recall that the point of Proposition 5.1 is that na′ a is
independent of the choice of λ. Our task then is to compute na′ a.
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Proposition 6.1. Let b and k be ﬁxed nonnegative integers. For integers
s and t such that 0 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ minb k, setting a = k − s b s and a′ =
k− t b t, we have
na′ a = qs−tb−t
[
k− t
s − t
]

Proof. We give a sketch of the proof—in fact, we sketch two proofs. We
have
Fσ = F k−s1 F b2 F s1 
Keeping track of terms in the expansion of Fσvλ that can give rise to vθ,
we get
na′ a = qs−tb−t−k−t−1
∑
1≤i1<···<is−t≤k−t
q2i1+···+is−t
The proposition now follows from the following identity (Eq. 1.3.1(c) of
[13]), which is proved easily by induction:
qsb−k−1
∑
1≤i1<···<is≤k
q2i1+···+is = qsb
[
k
s
]

Actually, there is no need to keep such careful track of the coefﬁcients of
various relevant terms after application of F s1 . An easier proof is obtained
as follows: after application of F b2 , each relevant term picks up a factor
qs−tb−t, and the quantum binomial factor on the right side of the equa-
tion of the proposition is accounted for by the obvious identity
F
k−s
1 F
s−t
1 =
[
k− t
s − t
]
F
k−t
1 
The expression in matrix form of the proposition is
A


k b 0

k− 1 b 1


k−minb k bminb k
 =

Y
k
1 Y
b
2 Y
0
1
Y
k−1
1 Y
b
2 Y
1
1

Y
k−minbk
1 Y
b
2 Y
minbk
1
 
where
A
s+1 t+1 =
{
qs−tb−t
[
k− t
s − t
]
if s ≥ t
0 otherwise

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To obtain an expression for the dual standard monomial theoretic basis in
terms of the monomial basis, we need to compute the inverse of the matrix
A. We claim that the inverse A−1 is given by
A−1
s+1 t+1 =
{
−1s−tqs−tb−s+1
[
k− t
s − t
]
if s ≥ t
0 otherwise

To see this, we need only verify that, for s ≥ t,∑
t≤j≤s
A−1
s+1 j+1 ·Aj+1 t+1
= ∑
t≤j≤s
−1s−jqs−jb−s+1+j−tb−t
[
k− j
s − j
] [
k− t
j − t
]
= ∑
0≤j≤s−t
−1s−j−tqs−j−tb−s+1+jb−t
[
k− j − t
s − j − t
] [
k− t
j
]
= −1s−t
[
k− t
s − t
]
qs−tb−s+1
∑
0≤j≤s−t
−1jqjs−t−1
[
s − t
j
]
and, as can be seen by a routine induction, the sum in the last line above
is 0 for s > t and 1 for s = t [13, Eq. 1.3.4(a)].
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